
LOUDSPE,AI{ER

Quad Z-4
The best Quad speaker below its electrostatics - that's
the official line on this premium-priced floorstander
Review: Nick Tate Lab: Keith Howard

ince recorded sound first appeared
over one hundred years ago,
humankind has mastered air travel,
put men on the moon, developed

weapons of fearsome power and advanced
science and medicine in an amazing way.
Sadly though, loudspeaker design hasn't
progressed in a commensurately game-
changing manner. lndeed, considering
the bewildering number of loudspeakers
on sale today, there's a surprising lack
of diversity - with mosL manJfacturers
preferring to stick to variations of the
Lheme of basic moving-coil drive uniLs in a
chipboard box.

Quad, however, is not guilty as charged.
It has a unique t.adition of innovation as

lar as speaker design is concerned, with
the '1949 CR 'Corner Ribbon' a case in
point. People would still be lauding this
mid-century ribbon/moving-coil transducer
hybrid as a marvel, were it not for the fact
that it was superseded by arguably the
most revolutionary speaker ever - the Quad
ESL-57 electrostatic - in 1957.

Nowadays, the company continues to
manufacture its high-end electrostatics,
and it recently launched a range of highly
affordable hybrid ribbon and moving-coil
driver designs in the S-series. Following on
from this, in celebration of the company's
80th anniversary, comes the new Z-series,
which slots directly under the electrostatics
and above the S-series.

Quad's Design Director Peter Comeau
savs the e3200 flaqship Z-4 tested here,'is
the best speaker you can buy from Quad if
you can't afford, or give room to, a pair of
electrostatics...'

SI'MPTUOUS CABINET
Essentially then the Z-series is the brand's
affordable audiophile range, and comprises
two standmounts and two floorstanders.
The top Z-4 model is a large three-way
design, with three 165mm bass drivers, a

150mm midrange driver and Quad's own
bespoke 90x12mm ribbon Lreble unit.
Furthermore, while the 5-4 [HFN lan '16]
has a conventional box-section cabinet and
a set ofABRS at the back, the pricier Z-4

sports allforward-firing drivers set into a

fashionable curvy'boat-shaped' cabinet,
sumptuously finished in a choice of piano
lacquered black, white or rosewood.

Peter Comeau argues that,'the great
advantaqe of a ribbon is that - like the
Quad electrostatic - its diaphragm is

driven directly by, and is in full control of,
the audio signalfrom the power amplifier.
There's no voice coil reacting through
a cone or dome to contend with, no
extraneous moving parts, so the result has

a clarity and purity that is hard to beat.'

A ROBUST RIBBON
Traditionally, the downside of this design
has been its poor power handling, but
Comeau says modern composite materials
can now be used to make it far more
robust. A substantial 250W power handling
is claimed alongside a very respectable
90dB sensitivity lsee Lab Report, p59], so
the Z'4 will be viable with a wide range of
lower-powered tube or higher-powered
transistor amps.

The tweeter works down to 3.5kHz,
where it crosses over to the midrange
driver, and this in turn signs off at 300H2
to let the bass units do their job. All the
moving-coil drivers feature Kevlar cones
with a double-roll cone surround and cast
aluminium basket, making for a rigid and
robust device. The bass units are reflex
loaded, but comeau has designed the Z'4
for use relatively close to a rear wall. lnside
the box, there's an elaborate dual-chamber
filter system with the doirvnward-firing
reflex port exiting via a specjally shaped
expansion chamber filled with foam, to the
plinth base.

Constructed from multiple layers ol
wood fibre composites of varying density,
and extensively braced, the Z-4's cabinet
certainly feels solid and ineft. The finish -
with its multiple layers of piano lacquer on

RIGIII: Quad's new 'sandwich' ribbon tlneeter
is joined here by a l5omm u/oven kevlar<oned
midrange and three l65mm bass untu. The
bass reflex system extu via the underside of the
cabinet, across the surhce ot its spiked plinth
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Quad design director Peter comeau first made a name tor himself in the
late 1970s with Heybrook. The company produced a range oI mid-price
loudspeakers which was extremely well received by the hili press and
buyers alike. The mainstays ol the company's range used conventional drive
units, but Comeau was always a big lan of ribbon tweeters. lndeed, he first
got interested when he heard a speaker using the Decca Kelly ribbon. 'lt
really opened my ears to how clean a treble response could be given the
right transducer,' he says. 'Unfortunately its limited power handling made
it unusable with today's high power amps.'Years late( in the early'90s,
Heybrook's superb-sounding llagship sextet floorstander paid homage to '
this.'This used a quasi-ribbon tweeter, but the one in the new Quad z-4 is

a true ribbon, using an element which is far more robust in terms of power
handling than the Kelly, while serving a similar purpose', he says.

'On "Synchronicity
2" the speaker

showed a snappy
rhythmrc ability'

the rosewood veneered review samples

- would put a modern Bentley dashboard
to shame, and affords the speaker an air of
quality that completely belies its price.

The Z-4 proved relatively easy to place
in Editor PM's spacious listening room, and
was happiest relatively close to a boundary
wall, although it was clear that bass-heavy
ancillaries could be tamed by moving it out
just a little. The reference system included
a Melco N1A music player IHFN Jun '161

pushing files over USB to Devialet's Le

Expert 800 monoblock power amps.

A.
uj, No CIIARACTER FLAIITS
It took little time to appreciate that the
Quad z-4 is a wondedully couth and
balanced loudspeaker,
with a naturally
open and detailed
sound devoid of any
particularly obvious
character traits. lt
neither seeks to sugar
the musical pill, nor
impose its own character

lnitially it seemed a tad underwhelming,
giving no sense of wanting to pin the
listener to the sofa, even at high volumes.

Yet a verse and a chorus or two into the
song, and I realised it was pulling me in and
working its spell. lndeed, you soon find that
you can peer right into its superbly detailed
and subtle midband. The Z-4 scythed
through the complex, dense mix to deliver
an engaging yet highly informative sound

- a clever trick because the Quad's detail
isn't down to any hard, bright, mid-forward
tendencies. Rather, it tells you what's going
on through commendable transparency.

'Synchronicity 2' by The Police

Isynchronicity: A&M Records CD 37351 is

a more polished recording with natural
dynamics and superior
spatial detailinq. The Z-4
immediately alerted me
to this fact, delivering
a dramatically different
sound to the ACT track.
It demonstrated an
unlailing neutrality
that was well able to

on the listener. lvlany floorstanders at this
price have a distinct'sound', whereas the
understated Z-4 prelers to sit back and let
the recording do the talking. Tonally it's
smooth, but with an ever-so-slightly light
yet well extended bass that's probably
ideal for small-to-medium sized listening
rooms where the speaker will lind itself
close to a rear wall. ln either case it
delivers a polished and even sound, devoid
of hotspots where the drivers cross over,
ensuring a broad appeal across a wide
range of music.

It's fair to say that the Z-4 isn't the most
showy of performers though, and some
might think it lacks drama. For example,
ACT'S 'Snobbery And Decay' lLaughter,
Tea$ And Ragei Zff 185CDl is one of the
biggest, most bombastic electro-pop
recordings ever to surface from the 1980s.

signpost the different sonic signatures ot
respective recordings.

IJIGIM{ING -fAST RESPONSES
The Police's offering was also a chanae for
the speaker to show its snappy rhythmic
ability, with Stewart Copeland's machine-
gun drumming brilliantly carried. Lithe
and fleet of foot, it caught his staccato
rimshots superbly, and tied his snare drum
playing to Sting's animated bass guitar
sound in perfect time. As you might expect,
the ribbon tweeter with its low mass
diaphragm delivered a visceral cymbal
sound that was lightning-fast yet never
descended into coarseness.

Despite its smooth and even tonal
balance then, the Quad z-4 prcved
accomplished at carrying the raw emotion
of the musical event. Dynamically, the e,
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LEFT: The Z4's 'boatshap€d' cnbinet is

tashioned from multiple layers of wood.
tibre composites and heavily braced.
8i{rrire terminals are now gold-plated

obvious size and weight. lndeed
the Z-4 boasts the lucidity of a fine
mini monitor, backed up by a bass

extension and dynamic headroom
that would escape the latter.

IMMERSTVE SOI'NDS
Another facet of this big floorstander
is its fine spatiality. lohn Williams'
cover of loni Mitchell's 'Woodstock'

Icavatina - The John Williams
Col/ection; SALVOCD2I5l has a vast,
cathedral-like recorded acoustic both
lelt and right and front to back. lf,
perhaps the Z-4 cannot quite match
its electrostatic bigger brothers in
their ability to project images into
space, it neveftheless made an
impressive fist of things here,

With the Z'4 at the helm,
Williams' classical guitar sat
confidently just in front of the plane
of the speakers, while the backing
orchestra accompaniment hung back
to give a highly immersive sound.
The sheer'speed' of the tweeter
ensured that lohn Williams's guitar
playing sounded etched and vivid,
carrying his phrasing in an unerringly
lucid manner.

So the Z-4 is not a 'character
speaker' in the way that some rivals
are, but rather it offers a taste of
the transparency of the company's
electrostatic designs with the
physicality and practicality of a highly
capable box loudspeaker. Able to run
at high volumes while sitting fairly
close to rear walls, this is very much
a do-it-all design. O

Comeau conlesses that when
designing the Quad z-4, he
didn't set out to create an
immediately impressive sound.
lnstead, this floorstander is

able to reveal the quality of the
original performance in a subtle
but engaqing way, drawing the
listener in, Sophisticated, soullul
yet self-effacin9, few rivals at or
near its price come anywhere
close to its all-round competence.
As such, it is highly recommended.

Sound 0uatity: 83%
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Quad\ tradition ofconservative specification is upheld in
the Z'4 s quoted sensitivityof 90dB: our pink noise figure
of 90.8d8 indicates that even 9ldB would be fair But we
couldn t match Quad's stated minimum impedance of 3.6ohm,
our measurement recordinq a dip to a full lohm lower at
584H2. lmpedance phase angles are fa irly well controlled
but in combjnation with the low modulusthe EPDR dips to a

minimum of 1.3ohm at 99Hz and again to l.4ohm at 838H2,
so the Z-4 is a tough load to drive. Forward frequency response,
measured on thetweeter axis with the gdlle removed, is shown
in the red and black traces l6raph 1, below]. Keyfeatures are a

ma*ed prcsence band dip and shelved'up uppertreble, despite
whjch the response errors are modest at 13.2d8 for both ofthe

Actuallythe tweeter axis is above typicalseated €ar
height, but listening below thetweeter axis results - as you'd
expect because ofthe long verticaldimension ofthe ribbon
diaph'agm - in a rorl-oft ot extreme trFble. illustrated by tlie
greytrace, measured again at 1m but at a height equivalent to
the top edge ofthe midrange driver. Pair matching, overthe
same 300H2-2OkHz was commendable at 10.8d8. Diffraction-
corrected near{ield measurement ofthe bass response showed
a peak in output at 100H2 followed by a relativelyearly
roll-off resulting at a high 63Hz (-6dB re. 2ooHz), sothe z-4
willprobably benefitfrom being positioned nearerto a room
boundarythan many competitors. The CSD waterfall[Craph
2, belowlshows a cleartreble resonance associated with the
4.5kHz peak in thefrequency rcsponse. KH

ABOVE: The Z-4's forward response shows a slightly
'hot'presence/treble (grey, top edge of mid driver)

ABOVE: Cabinet resonances are damped well enough
althouqh there's a clear driver resonance at 5kHz

blg Quad scores highly, too.
Donald Fagen's 'Tomorrow's Cirls'

[Kamakiriad: Reprise I 45230-2]
came over with real power and
poise, giving a deep but tuneful bass

with just a touch of looseness right
down below. At high volume the Z'4
showed little sign of compression
at levels that would likely have the
localconstabulary knocking on your
door. lt wasn't just about bluster
though, because this speaker is

blessed with fine dynamic shading.
It ably captured the subtle

accenting of the backing musicians
and, once again, lfound myself
getting drawn into the music,
locked into its groove, the music
clearly unburdened by the Z'4's
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sensitivity (sPt / r m /2.83Vrms - Mea n /lEc /M!s c)

lmpedan.e modulls din/nar l2oNz- 2ak!z)

lmpedancepha5emin/max(20Flz 20kHz)

PaL mat.hing/Resp. Enor (3 0OHz-2 0k H2)

LF/HFextension( 6dBrei20OFr2/r0kHz)

IHD 100H2/1kHz/1okHz (for 9od8 sPL/lm)

9r.6d8/90.8d8/90.3d8

2.60hm @ 584H2
l0.8ohm @ 2.9kNz

46' @ 92Hz
43' @ 1.4kNz

10.8d8 / 1l.2dBj!3.2d8

63Hz / >a0kNz/>4okfz
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